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Fragment based drug discovery (FBDD) has been applied to two protease drug targets,
MMP-12 and HIV-1 protease. The primary screening and characterization of hit fragments were
performed with surface plasmon resonance -technology. Further evaluation of the interaction
was done by inhibition studies and in one case with X-ray crystallography. The focus of the two
projects was different.
Many MMP inhibitors contain a strong zinc chelating group, hydroxamate, interacting with
the catalytic zinc atom. This strategy may be the cause for the low specificity of MMP inhibitors.
Using FBDD we found a fragment with an unusual strong affinity for MMP-12. An inhibition
assay confirmed that it was an inhibitor but indicated a stoichiometry of 2:1. Crystallography
data revealed that an adduct of the fragment was bound in the active site, with interactions
both with the catalytic zinc and the S1’ pocket. This may present a new scaffold for MMP-12
inhibitors.
For HIV-1 protease the focus was on identifying inhibitors not sensitive to current resistance
mutations. A fragment library for screening with SPR-technology was designed and used for
screening against wild type enzyme and three variants with resistance mutations. Many of the
hits were promiscuous but a number of fragments with possible allosteric inhibition mechanism
were identified.
The temperature dependency of the dissociation rate and reported resistance mutations was
studied with thermodynamics. A good, but not perfect correlation was found between resistance
and both the dissociation data and the free energy for dissociation compared to data from wild
type enzyme. However, the type of mutation also influenced the results. The flap mutation G48V
displayed thermodynamic profiles not completely correlating with resistance. It was found that
dissociation rate and thermodynamics may complement each other when studying resistance,
but only one of them may not be enough.
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MS
nHA
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PSA
R
SAR
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T

Adsorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion
Autoimmune deficiency syndrome
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Critical micelle concentration
Computed octanol-water partition coefficient
The change in Gibbs free energy
The change in enthalpy
The change in entropy
Dimethyl sulfoxide
Enthalpic efficiency
Fragment based drug discovery
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer
Highly active antiretroviral therapy
High throughput screening
Isothermal titration calorimetry
Dissociation constant
Ligand efficiency
Lipophilic ligand efficiency
Mass spectrometry
Number of heavy atoms (non-hydrogen atoms)
Nuclear magnetic resonance
Polar surface area
Ideal gas constant
Structure-activity relationships
Surface plasmon resonance Absolute temperature expressed in Kelvin

Introduction

The development of drugs is very time consuming and expensive. The causes and possible solutions to this problem are continuously discussed in the
pharmaceutical society. One aspect thought to play a role is how efficiently
compounds with suitable characteristics can be identified for a certain disease and target. Pharmaceutical industry has during the past decades relied
on high throughput screening (HTS) of libraries with lead like compounds.
This was thought to be the answer to efficient drug development, and has
generated many successful drugs. However, there are problems with this
strategy. The leads tend to become too large and too hydrophobic upon optimization. One explanation is that HTS hits typically have a relatively high
molecular weight, and the size is often further increased to enhance affinity.
In addition, it is often easier to add a hydrophobic then a polar moiety to
increase affinity since hydrophobic groups do not have the angle and bond
length restrictions as polar groups do for binding to residues with corresponding chemical properties. Consequently, the molecules resulting from
this type of optimization often have problems with solubility and oral bioavailability. The optimization of ADME-properties (adsorption, distribution
metabolism excretion) and avoidance of toxicity problems are additional
issues to address, making the lead generation phase challenging.
Fragment based drug discovery (FBDD) has been introduced as a method
to overcome some of the problems associated with the conventional HTS
approach, and that strives to decrease molecular size of leads. This is
achieved by screening of libraries with small molecules (“fragments”) instead of libraries with larger lead like molecules. By expanding and optimizing hits from the fragment library, it is possible to obtain smaller inhibitors
with a better fit in an active or allosteric site on the target, active or allosteric, that reduces the activity.
Another recent trend in drug discovery is not only to optimize compounds
with respect to affinity, but to focus on the kinetics and thermodynamics of
the interaction [1-4]. The kinetics of the interaction is very important since it
provide information about the actual interaction mechanisms. In addition it
has been shown that the residence time, the time length of the interaction,
reflects the biological effect of the drug [4, 5]. This is connected to the kinetic dissociation rate of the complex. For some diseases a long residence time
is important while for others it might be detrimental.
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Similarly, thermodynamic properties influence the characteristics of the
interaction. By optimizing the leads by adding hydrophobic groups, the entropic contribution (∆S) of the free energy (∆G) of the interaction is typically
increased. It has therefore been suggested that it is more favorable to identify
compounds that have a large enthalpy (∆E) contribution of the interaction
and to focus in maintaining this high throughout the optimization process.
The enthalpy reflects the energy in the number of hydrogen bonds broken
and formed in the interaction between inhibitor and target.
Other essential information on the drug-target complex is where and how
the fragment or inhibitor interacts with the enzyme. X-ray crystallography
and NMR are potent methods for answering these structural questions.
This thesis is focused on two protease drug targets, matrix metalloproteinase-12 and HIV-1 protease and how we can describe the nature of the
drug-target interaction by studying the kinetics and inhibition. For this purpose surface plasmon resonance (SPR)-biosensors and inhibition studies
with fluorogenic substrate have been applied. With these methods we have
performed fragment-based screening, resolved the kinetics and thermodynamics of drug-target interactions.
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Matrix metalloproteinase 12

Matrix metalloproteinase 12 (MMP-12) belongs to the large family of enzymes involved in tissue remodeling and regulation [6]. Remodeling of the
extracellular matrix is needed both in normal physiological processes like.
embryonic development and in abnormal pathogenic conditions e.g. inflammation and invasion of cancer cells. Furthermore, MMPs are also involved
in signal cascades, by interacting with inflammatory chemokines and thereby
up-regulate or down-regulate inflammation [7].
MMPs hydrolyze connective tissue in the extracellular matrix and are
therefore often classified on the basis of this function. For example MMPs
consists of collagenases, gelatinases, stromelysins, matrilysin, metalloelastase, membrane-type MMPs and non-classified MMPs [8]. An important
structural feature of MMPs is a catalytic zinc-atom in the active site coordinated by three histidines. As many other proteases, MMPs are expressed in a
latent pro-form in which the amino-terminal have a cysteine sulphydroxyl
group which blocks the active site and interacts with the catalytic zinc-atom.
This propeptide is proteolytically removed during secretion.

Structure and function
The enzyme has 5 metal atoms: a catalytic zinc atom, and a zinc and 3 calcium atoms with structural roles (Figure 1). The three calcium sites on the
enzyme have different affinities for calcium, one with high affinity with a KD
of 0.1 mM, one with intermediate affinity with KD of 4.6 mM and one with
very low affinity with a KD of >100 mM [9]. This has been suggested to be
of relevance for the regulation of MMP-12 since inflammation increases the
calcium concentration in a limited area [10].
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Figure 1. Structure of MMP-12. Zinc atoms are shown in green and calcium atoms
in blue. The inhibitor batimastat is bound in the active site. Illustration based on the
PBD structure IJK3

MMP-12 as a drug target
An important function for MMP-12 is the destruction of elastin in the
lung alveolar wall, why the action of MMP-12 has a substantial influence on
lung health and disease. It plays a major role in the development of emphysema and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [6, 7]. Primary
caused by cigarette smoke. Knock-out studies in mice have shown that mice
without MMP-12 did not develop emphysema after smoke exposure [11].
Inhibition of the activity of MMP-12 is therefore hypothesized to be a good
strategy to treat COPD.

Inhibitors for MMPs
Many MMP inhibitors include a hydroxamate group. It binds to the catalytic
zinc and forms hydrogen bonds with the catalytic Glu219 and the noncatalytic Ala182.
Zn 2+
Glu219

R

Ala182
Figure 2. Binding of the hydroxamate group (black) to residues in the active site of
matrix metalloproteinase (grey).
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The hydroxamate group is a very strong zinc-chelator which is the basis for
their low selectivity [6]. There is therefore an ongoing search after more
specific MMP inhibitors. One way may be to use a weaker zinc-chelating
group with for example a carboxylate as a scaffold. Another strategy is to
find a non-zinc interacting inhibitor.

MMP-12 studied with SPR-biosensor technology
MMP-12 hydrolyzes peptide bonds. This can be seen from the SPR-signal of
the biosensor immobilized with MMP-12. The enzymes immobilized nearby
are degrading one another. This auto-proteolysis gives a negative baseline
drift in the sensorgrams. When immobilizing the enzyme the surface had to
be cross-coupled, thereby linking the individual molecules to each other to
decrease the auto-hydrolysis. Furthermore, the enzyme was found to be sensitive to low calcium concentrations. As discussed above the calcium site
with lowest affinity in the enzyme had a KD of >100 mM. This may have
been the reason why the optimal calcium concentration in the assay buffer
was as high as 200 mM for best surface functionality. Furthermore, when
immobilizing the enzyme on the sensor chip 10 mM calcium had to be present in the immobilization reagents to preserve functionality.
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Human immunodeficiency virus-1 protease

The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is transmitted via blood and
causes acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), by infecting cells
important for the function of the immune system. Untreated, the infection
leads to AIDS after 10-15 years. However, if treated the infection is no longer a certain path to death. A complete cure is not yet available but with antiviral therapy the development of AIDS is postponed. Inhibitors against HIVprotease are an important component of HAART (highly active antiretroviral
therapy). HIV-protease has a high mutation rate during viral replication.
Many inhibitors have been design against this enzyme and when used in
clinic, resistance mutations for the inhibitor have rapidly been selected for.
New inhibitors are constantly needed to battle resistance.

Structure and function
HIV is a retrovirus that utilizes the replication machinery of the host cell for
reproduction of new viruses. HIV-protease cleaves the viral Gag and GagPol polyproteins at nine sites resulting in proteins needed for the formation
of infectious viral particle in a process known as maturation. The proteins
include matrix, capsid and nucleocapsid, and the enzymes reverse transcriptase, protease and integrase [12, 13].
HIV-1 protease is a homo dimer with a monomeric weight of 11 kDa. It is
an aspartic protease with the characteristic catalytic triad of Asp-Thr-Gly.
The structure of the protease dimer most exposed to resistance mutations
are the active site, the flaps covering the active site and the dimerization
domain Figure 3. The active site is comprised by both residues from the
central part of the active site cavity and the flaps. These residues are forming
a highly hydrophobic active site (Arg8, Leu23, Asp25, Gly27, Ala28,
Asp29, Asp30, Val32, Lys45, Ile47, Met46, Gly48, Gly49, Ile50, Phe53,
Leu76, Thr80, Pro81, Val82, Ile84). The flaps are formed by β-hairpin structures of each monomer (residues 43-58). This flap domain is highly flexible
and allows entrance to the active site and also interacts with the substrate or
inhibitor when bound in the active site. The backbone movement of the flaps
is reported to be in a sub-ns timescale of the protease in solution [14].
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Figure 3. Structure of the HIV-1 protease dimer, based on the PDB entry 2IEN. The
flaps are here in the closed conformation and the inhibitor darunavir has been removed for clarity. Residues often mutated and studied in the current thesis are the
flap residue G84 (red), active site residues V82 (green) and I84 (blue) and the dimerization domain residue L90 (orange). The monomers are shown in gray and light
blue.

HIV-1 protease as a drug target
All HIV-protease inhibitors, used in clinic bind to the active site. The first
generation inhibitors (saquinavir, indinavir, ritonavir and nelfinavir) are peptidic compounds mimicking the transition state of the substrate [15]. The
second generation inhibitors (amprenavir, lopinavir, atazanavir, tipranavir
and darunavir) have a gradually reduced backbone structure. In the structure
of tipranavir even the hydroxyl ethylene core present in all other inhibitors
was substituted. The hydroxyl group interacts with the catalytic aspartates
(Asp25, Asp25’) and mimics the reaction intermediate [13].
Three of the five most flexible residues in the flap tips are highly conserved (G49, G51 and G52) indicating the importance of the function of the
flaps for the activity of the protease. This suggests that the flap domain of
the enzyme is a good drug target [14]. Activity of the enzyme may be reduced by restriction of the movements of the flaps in either closed or open
conformation. Favoring the closed conformation of the flap domain has been
seen by X-ray crystallography to be a promising mechanism for allosteric
regulation of the protease activity for two low molecular weight compounds
[16].
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Resistance mutations
HIV-protease has a high mutation rate during viral replication. Many inhibitors have been design against this enzyme and when used in clinic, resistance
mutations for the inhibitor have rapidly been selected for. New inhibitors are
constantly needed to battle resistance.
The HIV-1 protease is a highly plastic protein. Of the 99 residues in the
monomer resistance mutations have been reported for one third of them.
This suggests that the enzyme is tolerant against mutations, and can be active
even upon multiple mutations.
The mechanism for resistance have been studied with X-ray crystallography [13]. The flap mutation G48V and the active site mutations V82A and
I84V, are examples of mutation causing reduced interaction with inhibitor.
The reduced interaction is attributed to loss of hydrogen bonds or van der
Waals interactions. For V82A, a shift in the main chain for residues 80-82
has been seen for several inhibitors as an adaptation to maintain the interaction with the inhibitor. The L90M mutation is located in the dimerization
domain distant from the active site. Even if distant, the mutation has an effect on the active site, reducing affinity of the catalytic Asp25 for the inhibitor.
A nomenclature for the resistance mutation is presented by the International Antiviral Society–USA [17], with mutations that give resistance on
their own defined as major mutations for a specific inhibitor. Mutations often occurring under treatment with the inhibitor but cannot give resistance on
their own are called minor. All of the mutations mentioned above are either a
major or minor resistance mutation for the inhibitors studied in present thesis.

HIV-1 protease studied with SPR-biosensor technology
HIV-1 protease has auto-proteolysis just as the other protease in the present
thesis, MMP-12. This was overcome by cross-coupling of the immobilized
enzyme surface. The baseline drift was stabilized. The original assay was
developed by Markgren et al. [18].
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Molecular recognition

The active site of an enzyme is not a static box but a dynamic cavity. The
amino acids are flexible and the flexibility of the enzyme mostly involves
conformational changes of the whole enzyme during ligand binding and
during catalysis. To find the most efficient inhibitors it is important to characterize inhibitors and hits with respect to kinetics and thermodynamics of
the drug-target complex.

Kinetics
The reversible interaction between two molecules for example an inhibitor
and an enzyme drug target, can schematically be described as

E+I

kon
koff

EI
Scheme 1

The affinity of the ligand for the enzyme is expressed as the equilibrium
dissociation constant, KD (Equation 1) or equilibrium association constant,
KA (Equation 2). When the ligand is an inhibitor KD is named Ki.

Equation 1
Equation 2
Fragments and many low molecular weight molecules have simple one-step
reversible interaction kinetics and display low affinity, high KD. However,
even if the interaction is reversible, the dissociation rate might be very slow.
This is the case for many inhibitors since slow dissociation rate is often desirable, more about this below.

Thermodynamics
The binding strength between two molecules can be described by the change
of the Gibbs free energy of the interaction, at standard conditions, ΔG°. This
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energy can be divided upon the two separate thermodynamic parameters,
enthalpy (ΔH°) and entropy (ΔS°) (Equation 3) (Figure 4).



°





°

°

Equation 3

The energy of the interaction is coupled to the kinetic dissociation constant
at equilibrium, KD by



°

Equation 4

and


°



°

Equation 5

where T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin (K) and R is the gas constant.
Equation 5 is known as the van’t Hoff equation.

Energy

E I‡
ΔGon

ΔGoff

E+I
ΔG
EI
Reaction coordinate

Figure 4. Energy diagram of an inhibitor (I) interacting with an enzyme (E) according to a simple 1-step mechanism (Scheme 1). ΔG is the Gibbs free energy and ΔGon
and ΔGoff the activation energies for the association and dissociation event respectively.

The enthalpy change in a reaction primarily refers to the heat change and the
entropy change to the randomness, the rotational and translational degrees of
freedom in the system. Using a schematic description of the binding event in
biochemical terms, the enthalpy describes the energy needed for forming and
breaking hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions. The entropy, ΔS,
of the interaction describes the degrees of freedom in the molecular complex. However, this includes the degrees of freedom in the whole system,
including the solvent molecules. The system strives after increased entropy.
When a molecule interacts with another, the degrees of freedom decrease for
20

the interacting molecules, but since the highly ordered solvent molecules
arranged around hydrophobic and polar parts of the macromolecules are
broken, the solvent molecules gain degrees of freedom. This may result in an
overall beneficial change of entropy for the interaction [19].
If ΔH and ΔS are temperature independent, Equation 5 describes the energy in the binding event correctly. However, if the binding is associated with
conformational changes of the enzyme, for example, deviations may occur.
In those cases, the equation is expanded with a heat capacity term giving a
more correct representation [20].



°



°



°



°

Equation 6
T0 is a selected reference temperature.
Thermodynamic parameters of an interaction are often measures by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). With this method the enthalpy of the interaction is measured directly, and the entropy, heat capacity (Cp) and dissociation constants (KD) are derived from this. The thermodynamic parameters
can also be calculated from kinetic constants measured at different temperatures, using for example SPR-biosensor technology (see below). If using a
well-defined robust experimental method the values derived from ITC and
SPR will not differ significantly [21, 22].
The van’t Hoff equation (Equation 5) can be used to calculate thermodynamic parameters from equilibrium dissociation constants, KD. A plot of
lnKD against 1/T gives a straight line with a slope of ΔH°/R and an intercept
of ΔS°/R. If the line is not straight it is better to use a non-linear equation
(Equation 6). With ITC it is not possible to estimate the activation energies
of the association and dissociation phases, since it does not have kinetic
resolution but involves measurement at equilibrium. For the purpose of analyzing the thermodynamics of the association and dissociation event the Arrhenius empirically derived equation (Equations 7 and 8) and the Eyring
equation based on transition-state theory (Equations 9 and 10) can be used
[23].
Equation 7
The Arrhenius equation expressed in a linear form

∗

Equation 8
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Where Ea is the activation energy and k is the rate constant for the association or dissociation, kon or koff.


Equation 9

The Eyring equation expressed in a linear form


∗



Equation 10

Where kB is the Boltzmanns constant and h is the Planck constant.
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Methods

SPR-based biosensor interaction analysis
In the SPR biosensor instruments produced by Biacore (now GE-healthcare),
the detection of interaction between biomolecules is detected by surface
plasmon resonance. This is a phenomenon that occurs in a thin layer of gold
between two layers with different refractive index, glass and sample solution
[24]. Monochromatic and polarized light is reflected on the gold surface
under total internal reflection (Figure 5). Even if the light is reflected an
electromagnetic field component, the evanescent wave penetrates the gold
surface to the sample solution. The reflected light intensity goes through a
minimum at a certain angle producing a sharp dip in the reflected light. This
angle is the SPR angle and it is proportional to the mass in the solution sample. A molecule has been immobilized on the carboxy methylated dextran
surface on the opposite side of the gold layer. When another molecule, free
in solution is injected over the surface and binds to the immobilized molecule, the mass increases and the angle of the dip changes. The interaction is
monitored in real time.

Figure 5. Schematic picture of SPR-detection in biosensors. Monochromatic and
polarized light is reflected on the gold layer of the biosensor chip with immobilized
molecules, proteins. The SPR angle changes when another molecule binds to the
immobilized molecule.

The change of the SPR angle is viewed over time as Resonance units (RU)
against time (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Sensorgram of a high affinity inhibitor interacting with HIV-1 protease.

Kinetics with SPR-biosensor technology
Rate constants kon and koff, and equilibrium constants KA and KD can be obtained by a fit of kinetic models for sensorgrams from a concentration series
to an equation [25] (Figure 7). For the simplest case with a 1:1 interaction,
the interaction can be described as (Equation 11):
Equation 11
Were R is the response in RU, dR/dt is the change of response over time,
Rmax is the maximum response and C is the concentration of analyte (the
molecule injected cross the surface with the immobilized molecule). However, other models are required when there is e.g. mass transport limitation,
heterogeneous surface or conformation changes involved in the interactions.
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Figure 7. Ideal sensorgrams from a 1:1 interaction.
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Thermodynamics with SPR-biosensor technology
Thermodynamic parameters can be calculated from the affinity and rate constants of the interactions. For determination of equilibrium thermodynamic
parameters a van’t Hoff analysis is made (Equation 5). When analyzing the
association and dissociation phase the. Arrhenius and/or the Eyring equation
can be used (Equations 8 and 10).

Inhibition analysis with fluorescence resonance energy
transfer
Resonance energy transfer is used to monitor changes in the distance between molecules. This method was first introduced by Theodor Förster and
the technique was named after him, ‘Förster resonance energy transfers’
[26].
In the form the technique is used for proteases, energy is transferred from
a molecule with high intrinsic fluorescence to a quenching molecule that
absorbs energy in the emission wavelength of the first molecule [27]. The
donor and quencher molecules are connected through a peptide sequence
with a cleavage site. No fluorescence is emitted when this substrate molecule
is intact, but when the protease cuts the peptide sequence the quencher and
donor are separated and light is emitted and can be detected in a fluorometer.
Many activity and inhibition assays for the study of kinetic constants for
proteases like Km, kcat, Ki and also IC50 use the concept of resonance energy
transfer [28] In this thesis the technique has only been used for evaluation of
IC50-values. The fraction of activity for the enzyme is measured for samples
in a concentration series of inhibitors. The data is plotted against the inhibitor concentration and the IC50-value is where the activity is 50% of the noninhibited activity. These curves can also be used to evaluate the stoichiometry of the interaction. For this purpose the fraction of activity data was fitted
to equation 12 in paper III. The original equation was developed by A. V.
Hill to describe the binding of oxygen to hemoglobin [29]. However, the Hill
equation is only valid for estimation of the actual number of binding sites
when there is marked positive cooperativity between the ligand interactions.
However, the Hill coefficient can be used as an indicator of stoichiometry of
the interaction. In this thesis, the name slope factor is preferred over Hill
coefficient.

Optimization of dissociation rates and enthalpies
The correlation between increased dissociation rates of inhibitors and resistance mutations, were initially found for HIV-1 protease by Shuman et al.
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2003 [30]. However, in a later study involving kinetic constants and Ki and
their correlation with inhibitory effect in a viral replication assay, koff was
not found to be the most critical agent [31]. Instead the highest correlation
between ED50 and the free concentrations of virus particles was found with
KD.
Later, Copeland et al. 2006 argued that the dissociation rate of the binary
inhibitor-target complex correlated with the biological effect of the inhibitor
[4]. They introduced the term residence time and argued that long dissociation time was essential for the duration of pharmacological effect and target
selectivity. Of course this is not valid for all cases. For some inhibitors a
long residence time may be toxic, for example for antipsychotic and thrombosis drugs [32]. In the year 2008, ideas about optimization lead compounds
with respect to enthalpy was put forward by Freire [1]. Freire meant that the
increased enthalpy had occurred seemingly unintentionally during drug development. He exemplified his statement with inhibitors to HIV-protease
and HMG-CoA reductase and argued that since increasing the enthalpy of a
lead is difficult, molecules should be selected with respect to their enthalpic
properties already in the beginning of the drug discovery process. By others,
there were also attempts to correlate a favorable enthalpy with a long dissociation rate of drug-target complexes [5].
During later years the drug discovery community have begun following
up, modified and improved the appealing simple and straight forward ideas
of optimization regarding both enthalpy and dissociation rate [2, 3, 5]. However these metrics might not be useful in all cases. One example of drug
discovery where there was no connection between favorable enthalpy and
long dissociation time was illustrated by Lange et al. [33]. For the compounds in the SAR-series the inhibitors with slowest dissociation rate were
not the ones with most beneficial enthalpy.
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Fragment based drug discovery

Fragment based drug discovery has gained increased popularity during the
last decade. This approach is becoming important for pharmaceutical companies as a complement to high throughput screening (HTS), the previous
state of the art method. In HTS, large libraries of drug-like compounds (MW
250-600 Da are screened for interaction to a drug target [34]. The compounds are complex and to cover a larger part of chemical space the libraries
have to consist of many molecules. In fragment based screening, the libraries
consist of small compounds (MW < 300 Da) generating hit compounds with
weak interactions to the target, but the binding efficiency relative to the size
of molecule is high. That is, a larger portion of the fragment participates in
target binding compared to that for large drug-like compound. The fragments
are later optimized to larger molecules, leads. Fragment libraries can be
small since the small compounds with low molecular complexity have better
coverage of chemical space compared to the HTS-libraries.

History
The original idea of combining weak interacting compounds into a larger
compound with stronger affinity is attributed to William Jencks [35]. He
wrote about the theoretical concept of fragment based drug discovery three
decades ago but the idea could not be realized until experimental techniques
sensitive enough enabled efficient screening of weakly interacting compounds. The first company to show the utility of the concept was Abbott
Laboratories in 1996 [36]. The detection of weak interactions and binding
sites for small organic molecules to a 15N-labeled protein (FK506) was
demonstrated. They called their technique SAR by NMR (structure-activity
relationships by nuclear magnetic resonance).
One of the advantages of the technique was that it was possible to use
high concentrations of the organic molecules, without interference with
background noise. This is important since weak interactions might not be
detectable at low concentrations. After this, several companies for example
Astex, began exploring the possibility to use X-ray crystallography for fragment based drug discovery. Also Abbott Laboratories [37] came up with a
crystallographic screening method, a few years after SAR by NMR. The
crystallographic methods often apply a soaking technique, in which crystals
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of the protein target is soaked with a fragment solution. Compounds interacting within a defined area, often the active site, are identified by analysis of
an electron density map. After NMR and X-ray crystallography, SPR-based
biosensor techniques began to be used. SPR-biosensor has become a very
popular high throughput technique in fragment based drug discovery [38],
since it is easy to use, requires low amounts of reagents and gives information of the affinity and kinetics of the interactions. SPR-biosensors is
typically used in combination with other techniques for FBDD.
The above three techniques can be regarded historically as those first applied to and still dominate FBDD. However, in recent years many other
promising techniques have emerged [39], both for screening and for hit validation purposes. Worth to mention are ITC, thermal shift, mass spectrometry
(MS) and in silico docking.

Conceptual framework
The history of FBDD is not only dependent on the new techniques but just as
much the development of the conceptual framework. Cornerstones for this
are how to develop the fragment libraries e.g. according to the rule of three,
development of metrics for analyzing and evaluating the potentials of the
fragment hits e.g. ligand efficiency, and finally how to evolve hits to leads.

Molecular libraries for fragment based drug discovery
Lipinski proposed a ‘rule of five’ for description of the properties molecules
required to produce lead compounds suitable for design of orally bioavailable drugs [42]. These rules are not applicable to fragments since fragments
are much smaller in size than HTS leads. A ‘rule of three’ was proposed by
Congreve et al. from Astex Technology [43]. These rules propose that the
molecular weight should be < 300 Da, the number of hydrogen bond donors
as well as hydrogen bond acceptors should be ≤ 3, the computed partition
coefficient (clogP) should be ≤ 3, and the number of rotatable bonds ≤ 3.
Furthermore, the polar surface area (PSA) should be ≤ 60Å2. This has since
then been used as a guideline for fragment properties when designing libraries. Properties have been added or removed depending on the purpose of the
library, but the guideline rules are still valid.

Analysis of fragment hits
A useful metric for analyzing hits from a fragment screen is ligand efficiency (LE) [44]. It relates binding energy to the size of the fragment. The basic
concept is to normalize the free energy of ligand binding with respect to the
number of heavy atoms in the ligand (non-hydrogen atoms), LE = ΔG/nHA.
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This can also be written as LE = (-RTlnKD)/nHA, were R is the ideal gas
constant, T the absolute temperature and KD the dissociation constant. If KD
is not known, IC50 may be used for comparison of hits identified with the
same assay. Additional types of metrics related to LE have been developed
all focusing on other characteristics of importance for drugs. Worth mentioning are lipophilic ligand efficiency (LLE)[45] and enthalpic efficiency
(EE)[2]. LLE relates the potency of the hit to its lipophilicity obtained by
subtracting the partition coefficient from the logarithm of the inhibition constant, LLE = pIC50 (or pKi) – clogP. This is relevant since too high lipophilicity may result in multiple binding to the target, toxicity, poor solubility
and poor metabolic clearance. The enthalpic efficiency relates the thermodynamic enthalpy parameter to the size of the hit, EE = ΔE/nHA. The enthalpy
reflects the number/strength of hydrogen bonds in the interaction of hit to
target. For further information on other useful metrics in drug discovery see
the review by Hann and Keserü [46].

Turning hits into leads – fragment expansion strategies
In the first FBDD article involving SAR by NMR, fragments binding in
proximal parts of the enzyme were chemically linked to each other (Figure
8) [36]. Though it is a simple concept, linking two fragments binding in
proximal but not overlapping sites has proven to be difficult, since finding
links with the right length, rigidity and bond angles not reducing the ligand
affinity is problematic [47]. In the merging strategy, fragments interacting in
the same site are structurally overlaid and merged to provide a higher affinity compound. An alternative strategy involves the expanding/growing of
fragments similar to the one used for evolution by HTS. Fragments are optimized of adding molecular groups giving the scaffold new and improved
properties.
Fragment
screening

Protein and fragments

Linking/
growing
/merging

Fragments bound to protein

Lead compound

Figure 8. Schematic presentation of hit optimization to lead molecule in FBDD.
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False positives - promiscuous inhibitors
In FBDD high concentrations of fragments is often necessary to use to detect
low affinity interactions. These high concentrations may favor false positives. These non-well behaved hits are called promiscuous and have an ability to inhibit a broad spectrum of different protein classes. Some of them
often turn up frequently in different screening campaigns and have been
named Pan Assay Interference Compounds (PAINS) [46] or frequent hitters
[47].
A compound screening library is designed to contain molecules that may
be made into leads with beneficial ADME properties, low toxicity and high
oral bioavailability. A promiscuous fragment might be an unsuitable starting
point for drug design, since it can be difficult, but not impossible, to expand
and make changes to the compound to get properties suitable for a drug.
False positive hits or leads can have properties like aggregation, protein
reactivity or interference with assay signaling. For paper I-V in this thesis
the most important aspects are aggregation and interference with assay signaling.
Recognition of promiscuous binders
SPR-biosensors
The response in the surface plasmon resonance based technology is depending on the mass density on the sensor surface. Promiscuity based on aggregation of the inhibitor can most often be detected as having higher signal than
the expected maximal response (Rmax) [48, 49]. The signal cannot represent a
1:1 interaction based on comparison with a positive control incorporated in
the assay. If the stoichiometry is ≥5:1 Giannetti et al. has identified the interaction as super stoichiometric and argues that aggregates of fragments binds
to the target. If the stoichiometry is between 1:1 and 5:1 the fragment interaction might be worth following up since fragments may bind to several sites
on the target enzyme. Even two fragments in the same binding site is not an
unrealistic scenario. It has been seen with X-ray crystallography [50] and in
paper III.
Further recognition signs of promiscuous inhibitors are that the interaction sensorgrams do not indicate any saturation of the response, and some
might have very slow dissociation. Generally the promiscuous inhibitors
interact with many different types of proteins, why it may be advisable to
incorporate nonrelated enzymes in your assay, but even if the fragment interacts with many different enzymes it might do so with different mechanisms. For example fragment interaction might show slow dissociation for
one enzyme and fast for another one as further discussed in paper IV.
In many cases aggregation can be mitigated if using detergent in the buffer. Some aggregates are sensitive to detergent but some are not.
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Inhibition assay - FRET
In fluorescent based inhibition assays promiscuous interacting compounds
can often be recognized by a steep slope of the activity-concentration curve
when determining the IC50-value [51]. A steep slope might be attributed to
compound interacting with several sites on the target enzyme, to high enzyme concentration relative KD in the experiment, inhibition caused by micelle formation of the inhibitor or fluorescent inhibitor.
If too high enzyme is used the IC50-value will be linearly increased with
increasing enzyme concentration. If KD is not known enzyme concentration
could be varied until stable IC50 is reached.
Solubility is often problematic in screening regimes. Aggregating compounds might form micelles and micelles can inhibit the activity of the enzyme by enveloping the protein, shielding it from the substrate. In most cases micelles are sensitive to detergent why adding detergent to the experiment
may completely abolish the inhibition. Detergents used for this might be
tween-20, CHAPS or triton X-100 [52, 53].
High intrinsic fluorescence of a compound may mask its true inhibitory
effect [54]. The signal from the fluorescent substrate is drowned by the signal from the compound. At higher concentration of compound, no activity
can be seen and the results are misinterpreted as inhibition.

Orthogonal methods
One way to overcome high portions of false positives is to use orthogonal
methods for validation. Validation of a hit in one method by another
strengthens the hit. However, different methods can generate completely
different hits [55]. A hit may still be a valid hit even if it doesn’t turn up as a
hit in an orthogonal assay. The reason for this is that different methods put
different restrains on the target and fragment due to different conditions.
Fragment libraries should always be screened with different methods. The
techniques complement each other and thereby increase the information of
the interaction. Kinetic, thermodynamic and structural information all gives
valuable insights of where on the target the fragment interacts, the binding
strength and mechanism, an essential step on the way to a new potent drug.
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Present investigations

Discovery of MMP-12 inhibitors – papers I, II and III.
In this collection of papers we show for the first time how fragment based
drug discovery can be performed using SPR-based biosensor technology.
MMP-12 was the target of choice since there was a need to identify new
classes of MMP inhibitors. Most compounds targeting this family of enzymes and tested in the clinic failed due to toxic effects. This was thought to
be due to poor specificity, caused by the strong zinc chelating properties of
the hydroxamate group that was an essential feature of the clinical candidates. If finding fragments interacting efficiently with the S1’ pocket instead
of the catalytic zinc, specificity might be improved. The three papers represent different stages in the drug discovery process. That is, 1) identification
of desired properties of inhibitors, 2) finding hits, and 3) hit validation.

Paper I: Slow dissociation rate for hydroxamate-based inhibitors.
In this study, the advantage of the time-resolved data obtained from SPRbiosensor analyses, compared to enzyme inhibition studies, was demonstrated. Even if the kinetic constants cannot be quantified, a qualitative analysis
of the sensorgrams gives important information on the interaction characteristic for a specified interaction. This information can be of help for avoiding
pitfalls resulting from sub-optimally performed enzyme inhibition measurements. This was demonstrated with MMP-12 and hydroxamate-based inhibitors.
Results paper I
The hydroxamate of inhibitors containing this group chelates the catalytic
zinc in the active site of the enzyme. SPR-biosensor analysis of the interaction revealed that it had a very slow dissociation rate. By substituting the
hydroxamate group in one inhibitor by a carboxylate group, the dissociation
rate was increased, demonstrating that the hydroxamate group alone was
responsible for this kinetic behavior (Figure 9). This is information is very
useful when designing an enzyme inhibition experiment since standard initial rate analyses are based on steady-state measurements that rely on an
equilibrium with fast on- and off-rates. Also progress curve analysis without
accounting for the very slow dissociation rate, e.g. without pre-incubation of
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the inhibitor and enzyme reaction solution is problematic since the inhibition
may be interpreted as time-dependent and due to a slow association rate.
Such a conclusion would be erroneous for hydroxamate inhibitors since the
SPR-biosensor interaction study shows a fast on-rate. However, even with
the knowledge about the slow dissociation rates for these compounds it was
difficult to perform inhibition measurements that gave reliable data.
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Figure 9. Interaction between MMP-12 and two inhibitors differing only in the Nterminal group, i.e. having a hydroxamate or carboxylate zinc chelating group.

Paper II: Identification of MMP-12 fragment inhibitors.
In this paper the design of a fragment screen for MMP-12 using SPRbiosensor technology was shown. The aim of the screen was to find active
site interacting fragments that did not interact with a reference enzyme containing a catalytic zinc atom.
Results paper II
A library of 245 compounds partly designed to target MMPs was screened
against MMP-12. A Biacore A100 instrument was used since it enables the
use of four flow cells with four different enzymes in parallel in a single
screening experiment.
MMP-12 is an inherently unstable enzyme since it is subject to autoproteolysis and requires high concentrations of Ca2+-ions in order to be stable. For this reason, screening was performed with three surfaces containing
variants of the enzyme: 1) wild type, 2) wild type stabilized with the inhibitor ilomastat during immobilization, and 3) an inactive E219A mutant, with
the catalytic glutamate exchanged for alanine. Carbonic anhydrase II was
used as a reference enzyme in the assay since it has a catalytic zinc atom in
the active site like MMP-12.
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Fragments with a pronounced binding to the reference enzyme were defined as non-specific or zinc interacting fragment and discarded. In order to
discriminate active site binding from non-active site binding fragments, a
competition experiment was performed. It involved the injection of fragments over the enzyme surfaces together with the active site binding inhibitor ilomastat. The interactions were compared with those in the absence of
ilomastat. A total of 11 fragments were classified as selective and active site
binding, and were subsequently followed up in a screen involving a concentration series of the fragments. Five fragments with a non-linear responseconcentration relationship were defined as hits.
The inhibitory potencies of the selected hits were examined with an inhibition assay using a fluorescent substrate. All five fragments inhibited the
activity of MMP-12, albeit three with very modest inhibitory potencies. The
IC50-values could be determined for the other two compounds, and the corresponding ligand efficiencies LEIC50) were calculated. Compound B6 had an
IC50-value of 355 ± 14 µM and a ligand efficiency of 0.4 kcal/mol nonhydrogen atoms, while the corresponding values for B7 were 0.29 ± 0.01 µM
and 0.7 kcal/mol non-hydrogen atoms.
Information of the interaction based on sensorgram curve shape.
Sensorgrams are very information rich and a visual inspection can reveal
important features of the interaction mechanisms.

Figure 10. Sensorgrams for B7 and B6 interacting with wt MMP-12 stabilized with
ilomastat during immobilization (a, c) and inactive E219A mutant (b, d). Fragments
were injected in concentration series from 0-500 µM in two-fold dilution.
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The auto-proteolysis of MMP-12 can be seen as a negative drift in the baseline in the sensorgrams in Figure 10 (a, c). For B6 the drift is disrupted during injection of the compound (Figure 10(c)). This indicates that the compound is indeed an inhibitor, with an ability to prevent autoproteolysis. Furthermore, B6 does not bind to the stable mutant E219A Figure 10(d), suggesting that the catalytic glutamic acid interacts with B6. Taken together, it
appears that fragment B6 interacts with the active site of MMP-12.
B7 also disrupts baseline drift (Figure 10(a)), both during association and
dissociation, and the signal seems to have reached saturation even at the
lowest concentrations. Moreover, the fragment appears to have a high affinity for MMP-12. In contrast to B6, B7 interacts with the E219A mutant, but
with different kinetics to the interaction with wild type MMP-12 (Figure
10(b)). There seems to be a least two interactions since the signal from the
association phase does not reach saturation and the dissociation seems to be
composed of two dissociation events with different rates, a fast event in the
immediate beginning, and a slower event at the end. The sensorgrams can be
a result of a promiscuously interacting fragment, with slow dissociation and
no saturation of the signal. The B7 sensorgrams for the stable mutant had a
suspiciously promiscuous appearance, but since B7 competed with the active
site inhibitor ilomastat it may be a fragment with specific interaction with
the active site of MMP-12.

Paper III: Characterization of fragment hits for MMP-12
The interactions between MMP-12 and fragment hits B7 and B6 from paper
II were examined further with an inhibition assay and X-ray crystallography.
To gain more knowledge about the nature of the interactions, analogues of
the fragments were also studied with the inhibition assay. The overall aim
was to obtain a preliminary SAR and to find possible ways to expand the
fragment hits to successful leads.
Results paper III
B7 and analogues thereof had different inhibition kinetics compared to B6.
Equation 12 could only be fitted to B7 data if a slope factor (S) of two was
used in the equation. For B6 this was not required and S was set to one. This
indicated that B6 interacted with a stoichiometry of 1:1, and B7 with a stoichiometry of 2:1 (Figure 11).
Equation 12

vi = activity in presence of inhibiting fragment
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v0 = non-inhibited activity
[I] = fragment concentration
S = slope factor
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Figure 11. Fragments B7 and B6 inhibiting the activity of MMP-12. Equation 1 was
fitted to the data by non-linear regression analysis with a slope factor (S) of 1 (left)
or 2 (right). The fragments ranges of concentration were 0.049-4.2 µM (B7) and 5.2330 µM (B6). The enzyme and substrate concentrations were 4.8 nM and 24 µM,
respectively.

All compounds, except two of the B7-analogues, appeared to have the same
binding stoichiometry as B7 in the MMP-12 inhibition assay. The main similarity between B7 and the B7-analogues was the hydantoin-motif (also
named imidazolidin-2, 4-dione) which has a zinc-chelating function. None of
the analogues had better inhibitory potencies than B7. An analysis of the
correlation between the structures and inhibitory effects of the analogues
indicated structural modifications that should be avoided in further expansion of the fragments. Substitutions on the phenyl-group of the molecule did
not have any significant effect on the slope factor. This suggests that both
the hydantoin- and the phenyl-motifs are important for the interactions.
Crystallographic analysis of the B7-enzyme complex gave an unexpected
explanation for the 2:1 stoichiometry. Instead of the expected binding to two
different sites, it was found that two fragments had fused and bound to the
active site as an adduct. The hydantoin on the first phenylhydantion was chelated to the catalytic zinc atom, and the phenyl part of the second phenylhydantoin was positioned in the S1’ pocket.
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Conclusions for MMP-12 inhibitor discovery – papers I,
II and III
This work has been important for the discovery of new MMP-12 inhibitors
while also demonstrating that it is possible to use SPR-biosensor technology
for fragment based drug discovery also for unstable enzyme that are difficult
to work with. The biosensor method proved to be valuable for fragment
screening and gave a large numerical dataset that was easily interpreted,
while also enabling a more detailed analysis of interactions by simply examining sensorgrams. Significant information about the interactions was obtained, but was varied with the design of the assay. For example, indications
of specificity and active site interaction can be obtained by the use of a reference enzyme (here carbonic anhydrase II), and with competition experiments using an active site inhibitor (here ilomastat).
The work also highlights the risk of using an enzyme with an active site
mutation for increased stability. The mutation may change the interaction
kinetics so much that the results are completely misinterpreted. In this case
the stable mutant gave higher and more robust signals than the unstable wild
type MMP-12 in the screening assay. However, the immobilization stabilized wild type and the mutated variant gave completely different kinetics for
B7 and B6. If only the stable mutant had been used, B7 would most likely
have been considered promiscuous and B6 would not have been identified at
all.
The three studies also demonstrate the importance of using orthogonal
techniques. In paper II, SPR biosensor analysis indicated that the fragments
interacted with MMP-12. It also provided further information about the binding site for the fragment and the affinity for the interaction. The FRET-based
inhibition assay in paper III validated the hits and enabled the determination
of IC50-values and the binding stoichiometry. This was important for rationalizing the interaction, with two types of interactions for B7 and one for B6.
X-ray crystallography revealed that an unexpected adduct was formed by
two B7 fragments and that it interacted with the active site of MMP-12. The
importance of orthogonal methods was demonstrated also in paper I. Without knowing about the very slow dissociation rate of hydroxamates it was
not possible to design inhibition experiments or interpret the resulting data.
Another important aspect that was revealed by these studies is the similarity in the binding of fragment B7 to MMP-12 and inhibitors containing a
hydroxamate group. For B7 the dissociation rate was slower than expected
for low affinity fragments, although not as slow as for the extremely slowly
dissociating hydroxamate inhibitors. B7 was shown to interact with the catalytic zinc in a similar manner as hydroxamate inhibitors. Strong zinc chelating inhibitors seem to result in interactions with very slow dissociation rates,
as seen I paper I.
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Even if slow dissociation is important for the biological effect of a drug,
strong zinc chelating inhibitors should perhaps be avoided for MMPs since
this is not only a large family of enzymes, but there are also many other
metallo enzymes with a catalytic zinc atom. Specificity may thus be an issue
for this motif. Although B7 did not interact with the reference enzyme, the
interaction characteristics between B7 and hydroxamate inhibitors are very
similar. If B7 or the B7 adduct are used for further fragment evolution, it is
probably important to perform specificity studies as part of analogue evaluation.

Discovery of drugs against resistance HIV-1 – papers
IV, V and VI
There is a constant need for new AIDS drugs since resistance develops rapidly against drugs in the clinic. The problem of drug resistance has therefore
been in focus in these papers. In paper IV, a fragment library was designed
and validated for screening using an SPR-biosensor based approach. It was
later screened against HIV-protease in paper V. In this paper, the experience
of fragment screening with SPR-biosensor technology gained in paper II was
exploited. It served as the basis for the screening strategy for wild type HIV1 protease and three variants with resistance mutations. The aim was to identify hits suitable for development into leads with sustainable inhibition properties also for resistant variants. In paper VI the resistance characteristics
were further explored by determination and analysis of the thermodynamic
profiles of the dissociation phase of inhibitors interacting with HIV-1 protease.

Paper IV: Experimental validation of a fragment library.
An important component in any fragment-based drug discovery campaign is
access to a high quality fragment library. The fragments in the library must
have a potential to be optimized without risking poor pharmacokinetic properties or toxicity. In this paper, the design of a fragment library and its suitability for SPR-biosensor based screening was demonstrated. In the validation, the solubility and tendencies for promiscuous interactions of fragments
were the major concerns.
Results paper IV
A fragment library essentially obeying the rule of three was designed, but
with some additional criteria were included to reduce the number of reactive
groups, oral bioavailability, and to ensure that the fragments had appropriate
structural frameworks suitable for optimization. Special care was taken to
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select compounds that fit SPR-biosensor technology based analysis. Compound solubility was considered important since fragments need to be
screened at high concentrations to ensure identification of low affinity interactions.
A selection of 930 fragments was selected from 4.6 million commercially
available compounds. To validate the characteristics of the fragment library,
a set of three enzymes identified as drug targets, HIV-1 protease, human αthrombin, carbonic anhydrase II and a non-target, human serum albumin,
were used. The drug targets belonged to different classes of enzymes; HIV-1
protease is an aspartic protease, thrombin a serine protease and carbonic
anhydrase a metalloenzyme. The same buffer and fragment preparations
could be used for the four proteins, enabling the library to be screened
against all 4 proteins in parallel. The compounds were screened at a single
concentration of 200 µM in phosphate buffer, with 5% DMSO and 0.05 %
Tween-20.
In order to identify fragments with unsuitable characteristics for screening, the sensorgrams and interaction features were carefully scrutinized.
However, no solubility problems could be noticed for the fragments. This
was an analysis that was regarded as particularly relevant since aggregation
leading to precipitation can be identified by SPR biosensor analysis as uneven sensorgrams and the presence of spikes. Less severe aggregation leading
to micelle formation is seen as much higher interaction levels than expected
for a 1:1 interaction or even a 5:1 interaction. The interactions were therefore also analyzed with respect to stoichiometry and dissociation rates. Interactions with a stoichiometry of ≥ 5:1 were identified as super-stoichiometric,
a threshold first used by Giannetti el al. [48]. Of the 930 compounds analysed, 26 were considered as super-stoichiometric, at least for one enzyme.
Only 3 compounds interacted super-stoichiometrically with HSA, 7 with
carbonic anhydrase and 2 with thrombin. For HIV-1 protease 22 compounds
were identified as super-stoichiometric, that is as much as 85% of all superstoichiometrically interacting compounds. It may be attributed to the relatively poor functionality of the sensor surfaces, probably resulting from partially degraded and unfolded enzyme.
Slowly dissociating fragments were identified by dividing the interaction
signal late in the dissociation phase with a signal point in the immediate
beginning of the dissociation. The detection limit was set to > 0.8. With this
method, 35 compounds were identified as slowly dissociating for at least one
enzyme. For HSA, 6 fragments were defined as slowly dissociating, the corresponding values were 23 for thrombin, 22 for carbonic anhydrase, and 10
for HIV-1 protease. Only 2 fragments did not dissociate at all from all 4
proteins.
The results from the validation study were encouraging since no insoluble
fragments could be identified and the number of potential promiscuously
interacting fragments was low.
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Paper V: Discovery of fragments with inhibition potential for
resistant HIV-1 protease.
The aim of this paper was to find fragments interacting with wild type HIV-1
protease and three variants with resistance mutations: G48V, V82A and
I84V. For this purpose, the fragment library studied in paper IV was used.
Results paper V
As in paper IV, the library was screened simultaneously against all 4 enzyme
variants and using the same buffer components. Instead of using a single
concentration of each fragment, the fragments were screened in concentration series, ranging from 0 to 500 µM with two fold dilution, giving six concentrations for each fragment. This approach enabled the estimation of the
dissociation constant, KD, and the maximum binding level, Rmax, by fitting
the data of the concentration series to a Langmuir interaction model by nonlinear regression (Equation 13). A linear term (k) was incorporated in the
equation accounting for weaker ‘non-specific’ interactions. The concentration is designated c, while m is the offset.

∗

∗

Equation 13

The estimated KD was used to filter the data in the beginning of the analysis
step, and later to calculate ligand efficiency (LE). Of those samples having
sufficiently high signals, fragments with KD-values up to 10 mM were selected. Furthermore, only fragments interacting with wild type enzyme and 2
or 3 of the enzyme variants were identified as interesting hits. This resulted
in 47 fragments that were followed up in a FRET-based enzyme inhibition
assay. Hits were selected in this assay on the basis of two criteria, >40%
inhibition of wild type enzyme, and low intrinsic fluorescence (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Inhibition of HIV-1 protease in the presence of 200 µM fragment and 5
µM substrate for 10 fragments selected as hits. The selection threshold of 40% is
marked. Results from interactions with the enzyme variants are shown in black (wt),
white (G48V), dark grey (V82A), and light grey (I84V). The estimation of fragment
fluorescence is expressed as % of non-inhibited signal (bold black line).
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The 10 fragments identified as hits were re-screened over two surfaces,
with unmodified wild type enzyme, and wild type enzyme with the active
site blocked with darunavir. This inhibitor was judged to be suitable for
blocking the active site since it has an exceptionally slow dissociation rate,
7.8 ⋅ 10-7 s-1 [56]. None of the fragments appeared to compete with darunavir.
The IC50-values of the fragment interactions with wild type were determined with the same FRET-based assay as used for estimation of inhibitory
effect as a single concentration. A steep slope was a characteristic often seen
in the IC50-curves, indicating that inhibition may be a result of aggregate
formation. To examine if this was the case, the IC50-values for the five fragments with highest inhibition potencies were determined also with the addition of 0.5 x CMC (∼0.003%) of Tween-20 in the buffer. The IC50-values
were increased and the slope factors decreased for some hits, confirming that
inhibition by aggregation was a realistic interpretation (Figure 13 and Figure
14.). With detergent present, the IC50 for hits 2 and 5 was increased to more
than 1000 µM and the slope factor was lowered from 2 to 1, indicating a
stoichiometry of 1:1. For hits 9 and 10, the IC50-values had the same magnitude and the slope factor remained between 1 and 1.5 whether detergent was
present or not in the buffer. Hit 1 didn’t seem to be very sensitive to detergent either. The IC50-value was only increased by one order of magnitude,
from 13 µM to 160 µM and the slope factor remained the same. This hit
seems to have a multisite interaction mechanism. The results thus suggested
that hits 2 and 5 exerted their effect by an aggregation based inhibition
mechanism, while hits 9 and 10 did not and maybe hit 1 neither.
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Figure 13. Inhibition plots of fragment hits 2 and10, interacting with wild type HIV1 protease. Data were determined with 0.5 x CMC Tween-20 in the assay buffer
(open circles) and without detergent (black squares). The fraction of inhibition vs.
concentration data were fitted to a non-linear regression four-parameter model.
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Figure 14. IC50-values and slope factors for the five hits with highest inhibition
potency in the primary screen. The values were determined from measurements
with and without detergent in the buffer, i.e. 0.5 x CMC Tween-20 in the assay buffer (open circles) and no detergent (black squares). Values with an asterisk have an
IC50 over 1000 µM. The IC50-curves were fitted to a non-linear regression fourparameter model.

Analogues of hits 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10 were bought from commercial
vendors and analogues for hits 4 and 8 were synthesized in house. The fragment analogues were screened together with the original hits using SPRbiosensor technology. The results were analyzed with the same method as in
the primary screen. Only hit 2 was re-identified as a hit. Analogues of fragments 1, 2, 4 and 5 were identified as hits. These were the three compounds
with suspected aggregation-based inhibition mechanism (2, 4 and 5), and
fragment 1 which had a probable multisite interaction. A more thorough
investigation of the inhibition mechanism for these analogues is in progress.
The work resulted in three hits from the primary screen, 1, 9 and 10. For
the wild type enzyme, the ligand efficiency based on IC50-values were 0.30,
0.42 and 0.40 kcal/mol, and 0.35, 0.51 and 0.55 kcal/mol based on KD-values
from the fragment screen. Hits from the secondary screen have not been
sufficiently evaluated yet. However, initial results have shown that only one
analog of hits 1 and 2 and four analogs of hit 4 may still be identified as hits.
It should be noticed that both analogue hits from 1 and 2 has been identified
as PAINS (Pan Assay Interference Compounds) in the work by Baell and
Holloway [46]. Even if these fragments have turned up frequently as hits for
different classes of enzymes, and in that respect could be termed promiscuous binders, it may be risky to discard a hit when the inhibition mechanism
and the site of interaction to the enzyme is not known. X-ray crystallography
may be the best way to investigate the binding site and binding mode.
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Paper VI: Effect of HIV-1 protease mutations on the temperature
dependence of inhibitor dissociation rates
The work in paper VI is an extension of the article published 2004 by Shuman et al. [57], where the interaction between HIV-1 protease and seven
inhibitors were kinetically and thermodynamically characterized. The same
inhibitors were used in the current study, but the enzyme panel was extended
and contained three HIV-1 proteases variants with resistance mutations in
addition to the wild type enzyme. The focus in this study was to create a
simplified thermodynamic screening method that contained reliable descriptors and that accurately described trends. Furthermore, the nature of the
resistance patterns and the possibility of describing thermodynamic data in a
simple way were of interest. Only the thermodynamics and kinetics of inhibitor dissociation was examined since resistance is primarily reflected by increased dissociation rates [30].
Results paper VI
The interaction between seven inhibitors and four HIV-1 protease variants
were studied at six temperatures between 10 and 35°C. The data could not be
fitted to a 1:1 kinetic model but a heterogeneous surface model was applicable. However, this model describes two independent parallel reactions and
yields two association and dissociation rates. The analysis method was therefore simplified by first setting the response level after injection stop for the
two parallel reactions to be fixed and equal and then only using the fast dissociation rate for describing the temperature effects on the interactions. This
gave a satisfyingly good correlation of dissociation rates of 0.93 between the
simplified model and a more biphasic model. The dissociation rates for the
different temperatures were used for estimation of the thermodynamic constants of the interactions. The data gave in general the same trends as seen in
the article by Shuman et al. (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. Thermodynamic parameters for interactions between wild type HIV-1
and 5 inhibitors evaluated in paper VI (light grey) and by Shuman et al. [57] (dark
grey).

Some mutations are more critical for resistance against a certain inhibitor
than others and are classified as signature mutations. Another nomenclature
dividing the resistance mutation into major and minor mutations has been
suggested by the International Antiviral Society–USA [17]. This classifica43

tion defines mutations that give resistance for an inhibitor on their own as
major mutations, while minor mutations are mutations that often arise during
treatment with a certain inhibitor but do not give resistance on their own.
Table 1. Major and minor mutations for HIV-protease inhibitors in the clinic, freely
compiled from Johnson et al. [17]. In the original text the resistance mutations were
associated with different drug regimens containing or not containing ritonavir as a
booster. Critical resistance mutations for ritonavir are collected from Clemente et al.
and Molla et al. [58, 59] and marked by an asterisk.
Inhibitor

Major

Minor

Amprenavir

-

V82A, L90M

Indinavir

V82A

L90M

Ritonavir

V82A*, L90M*

Saquinavir

G48V, L90M

V82A

Atazanavir

-

G48V,V82A, L90M

Nelfinavir

L90M

V82A

Lopinavir

V82A

L90M

An investigation of the correlations between the temperature dependencies and resistance profiles for the inhibitors was performed in two steps.
First, the dissociation rates for all inhibitor-enzyme variants at different temperatures were compared in Figure 16. The influence of the temperature on
the dissociation rates was found to be higher for enzyme variants with resistance mutations compared to wild type enzyme. This agreed well with
major and minor mutations for the inhibitors in most cases, but not for the
G48V enzyme variant. G48V is a major mutation for saquinavir and a minor
mutation for atazanavir. For these two inhibitors, the difference in koff over
the temperature range in Figure 16 is higher for this enzyme than for the
other enzymes. However, the columns for amprenavir, indinavir ritonavir
and nelfinavir are also high for this enzyme, even if the resistance mutation
is not critical for these inhibitors.
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Figure 16. Dissociation rates at different temperatures for interaction between seven
inhibitors and four enzyme variants of HIV-1 protease. (1) amprenavir, (2) indinavir,
(3) ritonavir, (4) nelfinavir, (5) atazanavir, (6) saquinavir and (7) lopinavir.

The thermodynamic parameters for the dissociation event of the inhibitorenzyme pairs were estimated, followed by a comparison of the parameters
from the interactions with wild type enzyme to enzyme variants with resistance mutations (Figure 17). The values for Gibbs free energy indicate
less stable inhibitor-enzyme complexes when resistance mutation has been
introduced, except for the saquinavir-V82A interaction. The later agrees with
the article of Shuman et al. [30], where the complex of V82A-saquinavir had
dissociation rates of the same magnitude as the wild type complex, even
slightly slower. As for temperature dependence, the results from the free
energy of the complexes also agree well with known resistance profiles for
the inhibitor-enzyme pairs, except for the enzyme with G48V mutation.
No correlations between the temperature dependence of dissociation rates
and enthalpies or entropies could be seen. However there was a certain correlation between the type of mutation and the enthalpy and entropy component of the dissociation energy. The dissociation enthalpy (ΔH) for the enzyme with the G48V flap mutation was most often slightly higher than for
other three enzyme variants (Figure 18). It was the other way around for the
entropy component (-TΔS) which was lower than for the other enzymes.
This could be interpreted as the G48V mutation restricts motion of the flaps,
allowing easier entrance and exit of inhibitors and solvent molecules in the
active site. Even if the enzyme-inhibitor binding is stronger, the possibility
for exchange of molecules in the active site is increased.
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Figure 18. Enthalpy and entropy of dissociation for seven inhibitors interacting with
wild type HIV-1 protease (grey dotted line, white diamonds) and three enzyme variants with resistance mutations G48V (black line, filled squares), V82A (grey dotted
line, light grey triangles) and L90M (grey dotted line, dark grey circles).

In this case the type of mutation has a lager impact on the enthalpy and entropy than the type of inhibitor. For ΔG and the temperature dependence, the
type of inhibitor in combination with resistance mutation is most important.
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HIV-protease resistance drug discovery – papers IV, V
and VI
In paper IV a fragment library was designed and validated for SPR-based
fragment screening. This library was then used in paper V to detect fragments interacting with, and having enough inhibitory potency for both wild
type enzyme and resistance mutants. In paper IV, the 10 hits found in the
primary screen and hits 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 from paper V were identified as having a super-stoichiometric interaction for wild type HIV-1. Hit 2 also displayed a slow dissociation for this enzyme. These findings were essentially
supported for hits 1 and 2 in paper V, where hit 2 had the characteristics of
an aggregation-based inhibition mechanism and hit 1 seemed to interact with
several targets.
For hits 4 and 5, the results from paper IV were not supported by the studies in paper V. These two fragments seemed to have an aggregation-based
inhibition mechanism in paper V, but had no such indications in paper IV.
Fragments displaying a super-stoichiometric interaction for a certain enzyme
may raise the suspicion of micelle formation. However, this was not seen for
fragments 4 or 5 in paper IV. This might be explained by the low binding
capacity of the HIV-protease surface, probably resulting from partially degraded and unfolded enzyme.
Hits identified in paper V were often promiscuous, showing superstoichiometric interactions with HIV-1 protease. The reason for this behavior
may be an aggregation-based inhibition mechanism or multisite interactions.
The identification of these compounds as hits may be explained on the basis
of the selection criteria. Only compounds interacting with wild type enzyme
and 2 or 3 mutant variants were chosen, and the estimation of affinities accounted for non-specific interactions. These criteria may have resulted in an
enrichment of promiscuous interacting fragments.
No active site interacting hits were found. This leads to the suspicion that
low affinity compounds interacting with the highly dynamic active site of
HIV-1 protease might be difficult to detect [14, 60], at least when using
SPR-biosensor technology. In the X-ray crystallography based HIV-1 fragment screen published by Perryman et al. [61], this problem was not seen
since they stabilized the enzyme by using an active site inhibitor when crystallizing the protease. The group found two fragments with allosteric regulation of the activity of HIV-protease [16]. The difficulties in detecting fragments interaction with highly flexible targets is highlighted in a paper by
Brandt et al. [62]. In this paper non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs) were deconstructed into fragments and evaluated for binding.
It was found that it was difficult to identify the fragments as hits for HIV-1
RT. The inhibitor had to be full size in order to induce the conformational
change required for inhibition. This insight might be applicable to HIV-1
protease also since HIV protease inhibitors interact both with the highly
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flexible lid of the entrance to the active site as well as the flexible active site
residues.
A parallel to this reasoning can be seen in the results from Figure 18 in
paper VI, showing the enthalpy and entropy component of the free energy of
dissociation. The G48V mutation in the flaps of the protease has a different
thermodynamic profile compared to the wild type, the active site mutation or
the dimerization border mutation. The G48V mutation might thus have a
significant effect on the flexibility of the flaps. This was not seen as a lower
or higher hit rate for this enzyme variant compared to the others in paper V.
However, of the 10 hits from the primary screen none of the fragments were
seen to compete with darunavir for binding in the active site, indicating inhibition of allosteric sites on the enzyme. All 10 hits may interact in a less
flexible area of the enzyme.
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Summary and future perspectives

Fragment based drug discovery is a new approach in the quest for more selective drugs with higher resistance thresholds. Surface plasmon resonance
technology is well suited to be adopted both for screening in the beginning
of drug discovery campaigns, and for the more detailed characterization
studies in lead optimization. The papers in this thesis have been produced
during the years from when SPR-biosensor technology in FBDD was seen
with suspicion to now when it has become one of the most used techniques.
The method is easy to use and adaptable to fulfill the unique environmental
needs of many drug targets. However, fragment based drug discovery pushes
the technique to the limit. But since the sensitivity of the instruments has
increase during the past years, even very low affinity interactions can be
detected.
The papers presented in this thesis give examples of how to use the method in order to set up new assays for fragment screening, analyze the results
and characterize hits and leads (paper II and V). Special concern has been
devoted to how to detect potentially problematic compounds and the follow
up of potential hits before they are dismissed due to unexpected or nontypical interaction characteristics. The apparent problematic interaction
might reveal a valuable hit (paper III). Furthermore, no FBDD technique
should be used alone, but always together with an orthogonal technique.
Surface plasmon resonance has a central role since it can be used to analyze
kinetic and mechanistic properties of the interaction.
For a more complete understanding of the interaction it is vital to know
the characteristics of potential target binding sites and which residues are
involved. Are polar or hydrophobic interactions involved in the binding?
Does the compound have inhibition potency, or does the compound interact
with a site that does not affect the enzymatic activity? Techniques to answer
these questions may be X-ray crystallography, NMR and inhibition assays.
Future crystallographic studies of complexes between HIV-1 protease and
the potentially allosteric inhibitors found in paper V will hopefully reveal the
location of the binding sites and the binding modes of the fragments. Allosteric inhibitors against HIV-1 protease are expected to benefit the struggle
against AIDS by bringing a new category of inhibitors with different properties into the arsenal.
New inhibitors for MMP-12 are also of interest since MMP-12 has been
recognized as a drug target for COPD. The results of the work in paper III
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will be useful for the development of new inhibitors against this target. The
phenylhydantoin adduct may be used as a starting compound for design of
new inhibitors with high selectivity.
The best way to optimize hits and leads in drug discovery is still under
evaluation. The most used strategies involve optimizing compounds for high
affinity, but slow dissociation rates and enthalpy driven interactions have
more recently become commonly used optimization criteria. However, as
seen in paper VI the picture may be more complicated than presumed by the
advocates of these approaches. There are still questions concerning how to
best use our tools of analysis for a deeper understanding of the biological
response to a drug to be solved. Nature is complicated; I look forward to
future publications in this area of drug discovery.
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Svensk sammanfattning
(Summary in swedish)

Enzymer i läkemedelsutveckling
De allra flesta läkemedel riktas mot enzymer. Enzymer är protein som fungerar som kroppens katalysatorer. Reaktioner som skulle ta väldigt lång tid
okatalyserade blir mycket snabbare med hjälp av enzymer. Våra kroppar
skulle inte fungera om vi inte hade enzymer. Dessa används i alla kemiska
reaktioner i våra kroppar som exempelvis vid nedbrytning av mat till energi,
vid tankeprocesser i hjärnan, vid rörelser av muskler i armar, ben, hjärta och
tarmar med mera.
Den här avhandlingen handlar om läkemedelsutveckling mot enzymerna
matrix metalloproteas-12 (MMP-12) och HIV-proteas. Bådas övergripande
funktion är att klippa sönder andra protein.

Läkemedelsutveckling
Läkemedelsutveckling är en mycket resurskrävande och dyr process. Därför
behövs metoderna utvecklas och effektiviseras. I de tidiga faserna identifieras ett målenzym vars aktivitet ska inhiberas (hämmas) för att bota eller
mildra sjukdomen. Därefter börjar sökandet efter en molekyl med inhiberingspotential mot enzymet. Interaktionen mellan målenzymet och stora
samlingar av molekyler, så kallade bibliotek, undersöks. Lovande substanser
identifieras. Även identifieringsmetoderna behöver förbättras. Identifierade
substanser utvecklas vidare för att öka den inhiberande förmågan.

MMP-12 – ett målenzym för behandling av kronisk obstruktiv
lungsjukdom
MMP-12 tillhör en stor familj matrix metalloproteaser (MMP) som bryter
ner olika komponenter i bindväv. Bindväv består till exempel av kollagen,
gelatin och elastin. Bindväv finns mellan våra organ och mellan olika delar
inom organ. Det stöder, separerar och sammanlänkar olika vävnader. Exempel är senor, blodkärl och brosk. MMP enzymer behövs för vävnadsomsättningen i kroppen exempelvis då kroppen växer eller vid sårläkning.
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MMP-12 har stor inverkan på lungornas hälsa. Enzymet bryter ned elastin
i cellväggarna hos lungornas alveoler. Det har visat sig att MMP-12 kan vara
ett bra målenzym for behandling av sjukdomen Kronisk Obstruktiv Lungsjukdom (KOL). Kol utvecklas främst genom lång tids exponering mot cigarettrök. Cigarettröken orsakar inflammation i lungvävnaden. MMP-12 aktiveras och lungorna bryts ner och förlorar sin syreupptagningsförmåga. Djurförsök på möss har indikerat att inhibering av MMP-12s katalytiska förmåga
kan förhindra nedbrytningen av alveolerna.

HIV-proteas – ett målenzym för behandling av AIDS
HIV-viruset invaderar celler tillhörande immunförsvaret. Det är ett så kallat
retrovirus vilket använder värdcellerna för tillverkning av nya viruspartiklar.
Värdcellen förmås att syntetiserar molekylära komponenter, (aminosyrakedjor) som bygger upp virusets protein. Aminosyrakedjor framställs som sedan
klipps av på specificerade ställen av HIV-proteaset så att nya virala proteiner
kan bildas och sättas samman till nya virus.
Läkemedel som inhiberar HIV-protease ingår i den arsenal av olika typer
av läkemedel en HIV-drabbad person får för att förhindra utvecklingen av
AIDS. Ett stort problem är att resistans mot läkemedlen uppkommer väldigt
fort. Detta orsakar ett kontinuerligt behov av nya läkemedel.

Min forskning
I den här avhandlingen har en metod använts där bibliotek med mycket små
molekyler som ger svaga interaktioner med målenzymet, genomsökts efter
intressanta molekyler. Tidigare genomsökningsmetoder har använt molekyler som varit lika stora som färdiga läkemedel och bundit starkt till målenzymet. Nackdelen med den metoden är att vidareutvecklingen av lovande
molekyler har tenderat till att ge läkemedelskandidater med bieffekter. Förhoppningarna är att optimeringen av de små molekylerna ska ge läkemedelskandidater med mindre biverkningar. Lovande resultat har redan visats för
läkemedelsutveckling med denna metod.
Den teknik som använts för att genomsöka dessa bibliotek med små molekyler är baserad på biosensorer där detektionen av interaktioner sker genom fenomenet ytplasmonresonans. Målenzymet sätts fast på ytan av biosensorn och de små molekylerna flödas över ytan, en efter en. Om en molekyl binder ger det en signal som detekteras och analyseras för att hitta lovende molekyler.
Delarbeten
I artikel I beskrivs identifieringen av lämpliga egenskaper hos inhibitorer för
MMP-12. Inhibitorer med förmåga att binda starkt till zink atomen i må52

lenzymets aktiva yta bedömdes vara olämpliga. I artikel II, genomsöks ett
bibliotek av små molekyler mot MMP-12 och i artikel III analyseras de lovande föreningarna ytterligare. I dessa analyser identifierades en ny förening
som kan vara en bra utgångsstruktur vidareutveckling till ett läkemedel.
Den första artikeln om HIV-1 proteas, artikel IV, behandlar genomsökningen av ett nytt bibliotek och detta biblioteks sammansättning. I artikel V
används biblioteket för genomsökning. Metoden som utvecklades tog hänsyn
till resistans hos HIV-proteaset. De lovande föreningar som hittades uppvisade en annan inhiberingsmekanism än de läkemedel mot HIV som används
inom vården. Dessa kan vara utgångspunkter för en ny typ av inhibitorer för
HIV. Slutligen, i artikel VI undersöks hur interaktionen med läkemedel påverkas av resistenta varianter av HIV-proteaset. Vi visade att resistans minskade stabiliteten hos inhibitor-proteas komplexet. Inhibitorn lossnade från
proteaset snabbare om proteaset hade resistensmutationer. En undersökning
gjordes om denna stabilitetsförsämring beskrevs bäst genom dissociationshastigheten eller den sammanhållande energin inom komplexet.

Slutsatser
Resultaten i artiklarna kommer att underlätta de inledande faserna inom läkemedelsutvecklingen. Detta är ett steg i riktningen mot snabbare utveckling
av effektiva läkemedel till en lägre kostnad. Resultaten visar också på vikten
av förbättrade metoder för att välja ut lovande molekyler. Den sista artikeln
är ett inlägg i den pågående diskussionen om vilka egenskaper en lovande
molekyl ska ha för att bedömas vara värd att vidareutveckla.
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